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Dear Mr. Lukács, 
 
I refer to your complaint of 21 April 2005 relating to the non-compliance of 
the Hungarian rail transport legislation with the Community legislation concerning 
rail services, registered under number SG(2005} A/3938. 
 
We have completed our examination of your complaint. On the basis of the 
information you supplied we are not planning to propose that the Commission 
initiates infringement proceedings for failure to comply with Community law by 
Hungary. 
 
The main reason is that we consider that recourse to national redress procedures 
/ administrative cooperation would be the more proper solution for the reasons 
set out below: 
 
l. In your complaint, the Clean Air Action Group (CAAG) has suggested the 
Commission should start an infringement procedure against Hungary as the latter 
has not complied with its obligations under Regulation 1191/69 by awarding 
insufficient compensation to the Hungarian State Railways (MAV) for the services the 
Hungarian state requested from the MAV. 
 
2. According to the CAAG, Hungarian legislation imposes strict conditions on 
the tariffs and the services operated by MAV, mainly for social and 
environmental reasons as well as to continue unprofitable services with all 
the parts of the country. The CAAG claims that the Hungarian state 
compensated in 2004 only about 44% of the costs for passenger services 
borne by MAV, whereas the Hungarian state should have compensated all costs 
incurred by MAV that are not covered by receipts from ticket sales, as argued by 
the CAAG, on the basis of Regulation 1191/69. 
 
3. It appears from this complaint that MAV has concluded a contract with the 
Hungarian state for the performance of passenger transport by rail. This agreement 
includes provisions on tariffs; number of services as well as the compensation to be 
paid by the Hungarian state to MAV for these services, in particular those that are 
not profitable. Recent case law from the Court of First Instance in the Combus case 
confirms that the provisions of Regulation 1191/69 related to the common 
compensation procedures can not be applied when a public service contract has been 



 

concluded in order to ensure adequate transport services to the public. This contract has 
established the rights and obligations for each party and has to be applied among 
them. In any case, it shall be for transport undertakings, in this case MAV, to 
apply to the competent authorities of the Member States for the termination in 
whole or in part of any public service obligation where such obligation entails 
economic disadvantages for them. 
 
4. The CAAG also refers to the lack of independence from the State the 
management of MAV has in its daily management of the railway undertaking, which 
is contrary to the provisions of Directive 91/440, as amended by Directive 
2001/12, in particular its Articles 4 and 5. 
 
5. As far as the independence of the railway undertaking's management is 
concerned, it should be observed that Directive 91/440 indeed requires in its Article 
4 that the management of railway undertakings has an independent status and in its 
Article 5 that the railway undertakings shall be managed according to the same 
principles, which apply to commercial companies. According to CAAG's complaint, 
the management of MAV does not have full management independence and it can, as 
a result, not manage MAV according to the same principles, which apply to 
commercial undertakings. 
 
6. The EU acquis had to be implemented in the new Member States by 1 May 2004, 
and Hungary did not negotiate an exception in relation to the articles 4 and 5 of 
Directive 91/440 as amended. From this, it follows that this part of the EU acquis in the 
rail sector now fully applies in Hungary. The complaint however does not address the 
issue of the national implementation legislation not being compliant with the EU rail 
acquis, but only the issue that the existing, national, legislation is not applied and/or 
enforced in the case where MAV is said to have an insufficient independence from the 
Hungarian state. In these cases, the plaintiff shall first use the appeal and/or 
complaint procedures foreseen by the Hungarian legislation in order to obtain a 
decision from the national judicial authorities on the compliance with the observed 
practices with national legal provisions. It is only after having finalised this stage that 
the Commission can start an in-depth examination of the complaint. 
 
We shall accordingly be proposing that the Commission terminates this case at one of 
its forthcoming meetings. If you have new information that might prove that there is 
an infringement, we should be most grateful to receive it at your earliest convenience 
and at any rate within four weeks of this letter. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Francois Lamoureux 


